Abstract-Multicast communication involves transmitting information from a single source node to multiple destination nodes, and is becoming an important requirement in high-performance networks. In this paper, we study multicast communication in a class of optical WDM networks with regular topologies such as linear arrays, rings, meshes, tori and hypercubes. For each type of network, we derive the necessary and sufficient conditions on the minimum number of wavelengths required for a WDM network to be wide-sense nonblocking for multicast communication under some commonly used routing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL networks offer the potential of interconnecting hundreds to thousands of users and providing capacities of the order of gigabits per second to each user. Advances in electro-optic technologies have made optical communication a promising networking choice to meet the increasing demands for higher channel bandwidth and lower communication latency of high-performance computing and communication applications.
Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) is an approach that can exploit the huge opto-electronic bandwidth mismatch by requiring that each end-user's equipment operates only at peak electronic rate, but multiple WDM channels from different end-users may be multiplexed on the same fiber. Under WDM, the spectrum is divided into multiple wavelengths, with each wavelength supporting a single communication channel operating at electronic rate. At any time, each lightpath between a pair of nodes is carried on a certain wavelength. If any two lightpaths do not share a physical fiber, they can be on the same wavelength. WDM networks have attracted many researchers over the past few years [1] - [21] . It is anticipated that the next generation of the Internet will employ WDM-based optical backbones [1] .
Multicast communication involves transmitting information from a single source node to multiple destination nodes, and is becoming an important requirement in high-performance networks. Multicast communication has been extensively studied in parallel processing and electronic networking community; see, for example, [22] - [26] , and has received much attention in the optical networking community recently [8] - [19] . Typical multicast applications include tele/video-conferencing and distributive services such as video channels and HDTV program distribution. Many such applications are of real-time nature and require not only high-bandwidth but also some quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees. It is this type of applications that motivate us to consider nonblocking multicast in WDM networks in this paper. This is because that with WDM, the high-bandwidth needs of such applications could be easily met, and with nonblocking multicast capability, short multicast latency (the time from the source to all destinations) could be guaranteed.
In general, an optical WDM network consists of routing nodes interconnected by point-to-point fiber links, which can support a certain number of wavelengths. We assume each link in the network is bidirectional and actually consists of a pair of unidirectional links with one link in each direction. A connection or a lightpath in a WDM network is an ordered pair of nodes corresponding to transmission of a packet from source to destination . We assume that no wavelength converter facility is available in the network. Thus, a connection must use the same wavelength throughout its path. In this case, the lightpath satisfies the wavelength-continuity constraint. We also assume that no light splitters are equipped at each routing nodes.
The number of wavelengths required for a collection of connections in a WDM network under the wavelength-continuity constraint is determined using a graph , the conflict graph, in which each connection in the network is represented by a vertex in . An undirected edge connecting two vertices appears in if and only if the corresponding connections share a physical fiber link. Color the vertices of such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color (a proper coloring). Then the minimum number of colors in a proper coloring of (i.e., the chromatic number of ) is the minimum number of wavelengths required for the corresponding connections in the original network. This problem in general is NP-complete. However, as seen later, for conflict graphs for multicast communication in most of the networks we consider, one can efficiently determine the chromatic number.
Due to the nonuniform nature of multicast communication, the study of multicast communication is in general much more difficult and complex than that of unicast communication. To fa- cilitate our analysis, in this paper we study a well-defined type of multicast communication pattern referred to as multicast assignment. A multicast assignment is a mapping from a set of network nodes (the source nodes) to a maximum set of network nodes (the destination nodes) with no overlapping allowed among the destination nodes of different source nodes. Fig. 1 gives several examples of multicast assignments in a 4-node network. Multicast assignments have been considered in the literature by many researchers, see, for example, [17] , [22] - [25] . In a multicast assignment, the number of destination nodes from the same source node is referred to as the fanout of the source node. Two extreme cases of a multicast assignment are one-to-all broadcast and permutation. Clearly, an arbitrary multicast communication pattern can be decomposed into several multicast assignments.
In order to avoid the need for costly conversions between optical and electronic signals (so called O/E/O conversions) at immediate nodes, it is desirable for a multicast WDM network to be nonblocking as blocked multicast data will be dropped (lost) due to the lack of optical RAM (or buffer). A network is said to be nonblocking for multicast assignments if for any legitimate multicast connection request from a source node to a set of destination nodes, it is always possible to provide a connection path through the network to satisfy the connection request without any disturbance to existing connections. If the path selection must follow a routing algorithm to maintain the nonblocking connecting capability, the network is said to be wide-sense nonblocking. In this paper, we will focus on determining the minimum number of wavelengths required for a WDM network to be wide-sense nonblocking for arbitrary multicast assignments (denoted as ). In other words, we will determine the condition on which any multicast assignments can be embedded in a WDM network on-line under the routing algorithm. We will consider several typical regular networks, such as linear arrays, rings, meshes, tori, and hypercubes under some commonly used routing algorithms. This class of network has been extensively studied in the literature and many properties of them have been well-understood. Therefore, we choose these networks as a starting place to study the complex multicast issue in optical WDM networks. We expect the results obtained for it to be representative of the performance obtainable from practical long-haul networks, which also tend to have small degree and several paths of similar distance between each source-destination pair. In addition to long-haul networks, these networks themselves can be a good candidate for a multicast op- tical cross-connect (OXC) architecture due to their nonblocking multicast capability. The conditions for embedding multicast assignments in these WDM networks off-line (i.e., rearrangeable nonblocking, a weaker type of nonblocking capability than wide-sense) were studied by Zhou and Yang in [18] , [19] , and the conditions for embedding permutation assignments were derived by Qiao and Mei in [9] , [10] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections II-V derive the necessary and sufficient conditions on the number of wavelengths for linear arrays, rings, meshes and tori, and hypercubes, respectively. Finally, Section VI summarizes the results obtained in this paper and points out some future work. Fig. 2 shows a six-node WDM linear array and a random set of connections in it. Clearly, there are only two possible directions for any connection in a linear array and the routing algorithm is unique. The following theorem gives the wide-sense nonblocking condition for a WDM linear array.
II. LINEAR ARRAYS
Theorem 1: The necessary and sufficient condition for a WDM linear array with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment is the number of wavelengths . Proof: Sufficiency: In a linear array, each connection between a source and destination is either rightward or leftward. In a WDM network, the connections on the same link in different directions may use the same wavelength. To determine the sufficient number of wavelengths for a multicast assignment, we assume the connections in the same direction use different wavelengths. At any network state, if an existing connection is released, the wavelength it used can be reused by a new connection in either direction. In the case of a new connection is requested, notice that there are at most connections in the same direction in a multicast assignment, and there exist at most rightward or leftward connections. Without loss of generality, suppose the new connection is a rightward connection. Then we can assign it a wavelength that is different from the wavelengths the rightward connections are using. Thus, wavelengths are sufficient for all rightward connections. At the same time, a new rightward connection may use the same wavelength as a leftward connection since a rightward connection and a leftward connection can never interfere with each other even if they share the same fiber link. Similarly, a new leftward connection may use the same wavelength as a rightward connection. Hence, wavelengths are sufficient for all connections in any multicast assignment. Thus, we have . Necessity: Consider a multicast assignment as shown in Fig. 3 , in which node 0 is the only source of all rightward connections. Regardless of the order of the connection requests, all these connections share link . Thus, at least wavelengths are required for this multicast assignment. That is, . Therefore, wavelengths are sufficient and necessary for a WDM linear array with node to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment, that is, we have . Next, we will present the wavelength assignment algorithm for a linear array. Whenever a new connection is requested, the following algorithm is used to assign a wavelength for it. In this algorithm, two tables for recording the wavelengths used are maintained, where is for rightward connections, and is for leftward connections. Table  is used for keeping the available wavelengths.
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm in a Linear Array
Step 1) Initially, let both and be empty and contain available wavelengths.
Step 2) When a new connection is requested, if it is rightward, assign a wavelength that is in but not in to this new connection, and add this wavelength to ; if it is leftward, assign a wavelength that is in but not in to this new connection, and add this wavelength to .
Step 3) When an existing connection is released, if it is rightward, delete the wavelength it used from ; if it is leftward, delete the wavelength it used from .
End.
III. RINGS
In this section, we analyze the wide-sense nonblocking conditions for WDM rings. We will first consider unidirectional rings and then bidirectional rings.
A. Unidirectional Rings
In a unidirectional ring, the routing algorithm is unique. Without loss of generality, we assume the direction of a ring is counter-clockwise.
Theorem 2: The necessary and sufficient condition for a unidirectional WDM ring with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment is the number of wavelengths . Proof: Sufficiency: Based on the definition of a multicast assignment, there are a total of connections in any multicast assignment. If a new connection is requested, assign it a wavelength that is not currently used. If an existing connection is released, its wavelength can be reused. Therefore, wavelengths are sufficient for any multicast assignment. Hence we have . Necessity: Consider the multicast assignment ( Fig. 4(a) shows an example of such assignment for ). Since each node in the network is the source of one connection and each connection covers nodes that are the sources of other connections, each connection shares links with other connections. This implies that each connection shares links with all other connections. By the definition of a conflict graph, in this case we know that the conflict graph of this multicast assignment is an -node complete graph as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Clearly, the chromatic number of the conflict graph is . Thus, at least wavelengths are required for this multicast assignment. That is, . Therefore, wavelengths are sufficient and necessary for a unidirectional WDM ring with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment, that is, . Now, we describe the wavelength assignment algorithm in a unidirectional ring. In this algorithm two tables are maintained: one is for the currently used wavelengths , and another is for the available wavelengths .
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm in a Unidirectional Ring
Step 1) Initially, let be empty, and assign wavelengths to .
Step 2) When a new connection is requested, assign to it a wavelength that is in , but not in , add the new wavelength to , and delete it from . Step 3) When an existing connection is released, add the wavelength it used to , and delete it from .
End. 
B. Bidirectional Rings
In a bidirectional ring, there are two possible paths for a connection between any two nodes: clockwise or counter-clockwise. In our analysis of wide-sense nonblocking conditions, we adopt the shortest path routing algorithm. Fig. 5 shows a random sequence of connections in a bidirectional ring under shortest path routing.
Theorem 3: The necessary and sufficient condition for a bidirectional WDM ring with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment under shortest path routing is the number of wavelengths . Proof: Sufficiency: In a multicast assignment, there are at most connections. Consider two nodes with nodes apart on the ring: node and node , where . As shown in Fig. 6 , under the shortest path routing there are four possible relationships between the connection destined to node and the connection destined to 
node
. When these two connections are in different directions, they cannot interfere with each other. When they are in the same direction, the path of each connection covers no more than links. Thus, the paths of these two connections cannot be overlapped, which means they can use the same wavelength. Therefore, we can divide the connections in a multicast assignment into pairs with the connections in each pair using the same wavelength. In particular, when is even, pair contains the connection destined to node and the connection destined to node , and when is odd, pair 0 contains connection destined to node 0, and pair ( ) contains connections destined to nodes and . When a new connection is requested, we first determine which pair it is in, and then assign to it the wavelength corresponding to that pair.
Therefore, for pairs of connections, wavelengths are sufficient. Hence, we have . Necessity: Consider is even first. Look at a worst case multicast assignment as shown in Fig. 7 . In this multicast assignment, node 0 is the only source of connections to all the other nodes. Regardless of the order the connection requests are satisfied, the connections destined to nodes , respectively, share link . Similarly, the connections destined to nodes , respectively, share link . The connection destined to node has two possible directions: if it is clockwise, it uses link ; if it is counter-clockwise, it uses link . In either case, there are connections sharing link or link . Thus, at least wavelengths are required for all connections in this multicast assignment. We have when is even. Next, let's consider is odd. The worst case multicast assignment in this case is . This multicast assignment is actually a permutation assignment in which each node is a source of exactly one connection and a destination of exactly one connection. We can see that the path of each connection in this multicast assignment covers links. Thus, each connection shares links with other connections, which implies that the number of wavelengths needed for this multicast assignment is at least . That is, when is odd. Now we can see that in both cases, wavelengths are sufficient and necessary for a bidirectional WDM ring with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment. Hence, . The wavelength assignment algorithm for a bidirectional ring is given bellow. In this algorithm, we number the available wavelengths as . 
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm in a Bidirectional

IV. MESHES AND TORI
In this section, we consider WDM mesh and torus networks under row-major shortest path routing algorithm.
Definition 1: Under the row-major shortest path routing, for a connection request in a mesh or a torus, the path is deterministically from node to node in row along the shortest path first, then to node in column along the shortest path. We will first discuss the wide-sense nonblocking condition for WDM meshes.
A. Meshes
Definition 2: For a connection in a mesh under row-major shortest path routing, if the connection goes right at the first step from the source, we refer to it as a rightward connection. If the connection goes left at the first step, we refer to it as a leftward connection. Otherwise, we refer to it as a straight connection. The following theorem gives the wide-sense nonblocking condition for a mesh.
Theorem 4: The necessary and sufficient condition for a WDM mesh with rows and columns to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment under row-major shortest path routing is the number of wavelengths . Proof: Sufficiency: Let the wavelengths be numbered from 0. We divide all wavelengths into equal length ranges, , and let the connections destined to row use the wavelengths within range for as shown in Fig. 8 . Consequently, the connections destined to the same column will use different wavelengths. Thus, the connections destined to the same column never interfere with each other even if they share a link. Now we consider the connections destined to the same row to determine how many wavelengths are sufficient for one row. Among all the connections to the same row, if the sources of two connections are in different rows, these two connections cannot interfere with each other in any row, which means they can use the same wavelength. Thus, it will suffice to consider the connections originated from the same row . Now the only connections need to be considered are those originated from the same row and destined to the same row. In this case, each row can be considered as a linear array with nodes. By Theorem 1, we know that for any multicast assignment, wavelengths are sufficient for a linear array with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking. Hence, wavelengths are sufficient for a -row mesh.
We can assign a wavelength to a new connection to row as follows. If the new connection is a rightward connection, we assign to it a wavelength in range but is not currently used by any rightward connections. If it is a leftward connection, we assign to it a wavelength in range but is not currently used by any leftward connections. If it is a straight connection, we treat it as a leftward connection if the number of leftward connections is less than that of rightward connections in row . Otherwise, treat it as a rightward connection. When an existing connection is released, we can simply delete it. Hence, for the connections in a mesh, wavelengths are sufficient, which means . Necessity:Consider the multicast assignment in which node (0,0) is the source of rightward connections. Under row-major shortest path routing, regardless of the order these connections are satisfied, they must share link as shown in Fig. 9 . This indicates that at least wavelengths are required for all connections in the multicast assignment, which implies . Hence, we have . We now give the wavelength assignment algorithm for a mesh. Let the available wavelengths be numbered as , and the wavelengths be divided into ranges, where range has wavelengths , which corresponds to row . Two tables and are maintained for each row to record the used wavelengths for rightward connections and leftward connections, respectively.
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm in a Mesh
Step 1) Initially, let tables and be empty.
Step 2) When a new connection to row is requested, if it is a rightward connection, assign to it a wavelength that is in range , but is not in , and add this wavelength to . If it is a leftward connection, assign to it a wavelength that is in range , but is not in , and add this wavelength to . If it is a straight connection, compare the sizes of and .
If
, treat the new connection as a leftward connection. Otherwise, treat the new connection as a rightward connection.
Step 3) When an existing connection to row is released, if it is rightward connection, delete it from ; if it is leftward connection, delete it from .
End. q is odd.
B. Tori
The following theorem gives the wide-sense nonblocking condition for a WDM torus.
Theorem 5: The necessary and sufficient condition for a WDM torus with rows and columns to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment under row-major shortest path routing is the number of wavelengths . Proof: Sufficiency: Similar to a mesh, we can let the connections destined to different rows use the wavelengths in a different range so that the connections destined to the same column cannot interfere with each other even when they use the same link. Also, it is clear that under row-major shortest path routing, if the sources of two connections are in different rows, these two connections can never meet in the same row. Therefore, we only need to consider the case that the sources are in the same row. If the connections don't interfere in a row, they cannot interfere in the entire torus. Thus, if wavelengths are sufficient for a row, wavelengths are sufficient for the entire torus. In fact, we can consider the torus as layers of bidirectional rings with nodes in each ring. When a new connection destined to row is requested, assign a wavelength to it from the wavelength range of row . Since there are at most connections destined to row , by Theorem 3 we know that . Then in a torus, wavelengths are sufficient. That is, . Necessity: We first assume is even. Consider the multicast assignment in Fig. 10(a) , in which node (0,0) is the only source of all connections. Clearly, the connections destined to columns , respectively, share link regardless the order these connections are satisfied. Similarly, the connections destined to columns , respectively, share link . Also, the connections destined to column may use either link or link because both links are on a shortest path. If the connections destined to column use link , connections share link . Similarly, if the connections destined to column use link , connections share the link . Hence, at least wavelengths are required. That is, when is even.
In the case of is odd consider the multicast assignment as shown in Fig. 10(b) . In this multicast assignment, each node in row 0 (a ring with nodes) is the source of connections destined to the same column. Clearly, these connections go through the same path in row 0 under row-major shortest path routing. Thus, they must be assigned different wavelengths. By Theorem 3, we know that a ring with nodes needs wavelengths. Hence, for layers of rings, wavelengths are required. That is, when is odd. Therefore, we have . The wavelength assignment algorithm for a torus is described as follows. In this algorithm we number the available wavelengths as , and divide the wavelengths into ranges, where range has wavelengths, . For each connection destined to row , a wavelength within range is assigned. End.
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm in a Torus
V. HYPERCUBES
In our analysis of wide-sense nonblocking conditions for WDM hypercubes, e-cube routing algorithm is used, which is a deterministic shortest path routing algorithm with dimensions crossed from the lowest to the highest. Specifically, e-cube routing is defined as follows.
Definition 3:
In an -cube with nodes, let each node be binary-coded as , and the dimensions of a hypercube be numbered as , where the th dimension corresponds to the st bit in the node address. Suppose the source node and the destination node . Let be any node along the route from to . In e-cube routing, a route from to with a minimum number of steps is uniquely determined as follows:
Step 1) Compute the direction bit for all dimensions . Initially, dimension and .
Step 2) Route from the current node to the next node if . Skip this step if .
Step 3) Increment the dimension to (i.e., ). If , go to step 2, else exit. Fig. 11 illustrates an example of e-cube routing in a fourdimensional hypercube. For and , we have . We first route from to since . Then route from to since . We skip dimension because . Finally, we route from to since . Note that the route is determined from dimension 1 to dimension 4 in order. If the th bit of and agree, no routing is needed along dimension . Otherwise, move from the current node to the next node along the same dimension. The procedure is repeated until the destination node is reached.
To present our results for WDM hypercubes, we need more definitions. 
Definition 4:
Based on the binary address of each node, a hypercube can be divided into two subcubes. In the 0-subcube, the first (i.e., the lowest) bit of the binary address of each node is 0. In the 1-subcube, the first bit of the binary address of each node is 1.
Definition 5: For a connection in a hypercube, if the destination of this connection is in the 0-subcube, it is referred to as a 0-connection; if the destination of the connection is in the 1-subcube, it is referred to as a 1-connection. Now, we are in the position to give the wide-sense nonblocking condition for WDM hypercubes.
Theorem 6: The necessary and sufficient condition for a WDM hypercube with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment under e-cube routing is the number of wavelengths . Proof: Sufficiency: For a 0-connection in any multicast assignment, if the source is in the 1-subcube, the first step of the routing is to correct the first bit from 1 to 0. Then the first link on the path is from the 1-subcube to the 0-subcube. For any 0-connection, if the source is in the 0-subcube, its path can never get into the 1-subcube. Similarly for 1-connections. Therefore, at most connections go from the 1-subcube to the 0-subcube. Similarly, at most connections go from the 0-subcube to the 1-subcube. Clearly, any 0-connection and any 1-connection cannot interfere with each other even if they use the same link, since they are in different directions. Thus, any 0-connection and any 1-connection can use the same wavelength. Therefore, for the links between these two subcubes, wavelengths are sufficient. In the meanwhile, there are at most connections within the 0-subcube and at most connections within the 1-subcube. Suppose all 0-connections use different wavelengths and 1-connections use different wavelengths. Then there is not interference between any two connections, which means wavelengths are sufficient in any subcube. When a new connection is requested, if it is a 0-connection, we assign to it a wavelength that is not used by any 0-connection. As we know, before the new connection request is satisfied, there are at most 0-connections, which means at most wavelengths have been used by 0-connections. If it is a 1-connection, similarly, at most wavelengths have been used by 1-connections. Therefore, wavelengths are sufficient, that is, . Necessity: Consider the multicast assignment in which node 0 is the only source of all 1-connections and node is the only source of all 0-connections, as shown in Fig. 12 . Since node 0 is in the 0-subcube and all destinations of the 1-connections are in the 1-subcube, the path starts from the 0-subcube then goes to the 1-subcube. Thus all 1-connections share link regardless of the order they were satisfied. Similarly, all 0-connections share link . Therefore, at least wavelengths are required for link and link , which indicates . Hence, wavelengths are sufficient and necessary for a WDM hypercube with nodes to be wide-sense nonblocking for any multicast assignment under e-cube routing. That is, . We now present the wavelength assignment algorithm for a hypercube. In this algorithm, two tables for used wavelengths and are maintained for 0-connections and 1-connections respectively. The available wavelengths are stored in table .
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm in a Hypercube
Step 1) Initially, set and to empty, and assign wavelengths to .
Step 2) When a new connection is requested, if it is a 0-connection, assign to it a wavelength that is in , but is not used in , then add this wavelength to
. If it is a 1-connection, assign to it a wavelength that is in , but is not used in , then add this wavelength to . Step 3) When an existing connection is released, if it is a 0-connection, delete the wavelength it used from . If it is a 1-connection, delete the wavelength it used from . End.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied multicast communication in a class of WDM optical networks with regular topologies. The networks studied include: linear arrays, rings, meshes, tori, and hypercubes. We have obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions on the minimum number of wavelengths required for a WDM network to be wide-sense nonblocking for arbitrary multicast assignment for each type of these networks under commonly used routing algorithms. Our results are summarized in Table I . An interesting future work is to generalize the approach developed in this paper to other routing algorithms and other network topologies including irregular networks. Another interesting issue is to determine nonblocking conditions for multicast assignments in WDM networks with wavelength converters and/or light splitting switches.
